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Accelerate your application development with ASP.NET 

AJAX controls built to be the fastest, lightest and most 

complete toolset for rapidly building high performance 

ASP.NET Web Forms applications.  
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download 2016.2 Service Release here. 

 

Release Notes 

Component Product Impact Internal Issue Description 

WebCaptcha Bug 235818 WebCaptcha does not render images from the following formats: png and gif. 

WebDataGrid Bug 234635 
When WebDataGrid has defined grouped columns settings using the GroupField behavior then 
the grid group layout is not rendered according to the defined settings. 

WebDataGrid Bug 235041 
When WebDataGrid is rendered in Internet Explorer 11, then there is a small gap between grid 
top border and its header. 

WebDataGrid Bug 236187 

When WebDataGrid has percent editor as a provider, and when entering a value, loosing focus 
and committing the new row using the client-side CommitGridNewRow() method, then the 
newly added value is shown with doubled percent sign, instead of displaying it just once. 

WebDataGrid Bug 234900 

When WebDataGrid has Sorting behavior enabled and the grid is initially invisible, when the 
following steps are executed: on the server-side clear data source, clear sorted columns and 
rebind grid; sort by a column; again clear data source, sorted columns and rebind (the grid 
should be displayed as not sorted); make a postback, without any other server-side operation; 
then the grid shows again as sorted by the column, even the sorting is cleared and the column is 
not sorted again. 

https://www.infragistics.com/my-account/keys-and-downloads/
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WebDataGrid Bug 236426 

When WebDataGrid has Column Fixing behavior enabled and the control is defined inside a 
WebTab control tab, which is not initially selected, even the grid height property is defined, 
when the tab is selected, the grid height is not correct and the column fixing bar is not rendered 
properly. 

WebDropDown Bug 234658 

If WebDropDown EnableCustomValues option is disabled, then typing the first letters for an 
item, available in the list, and hitting backspace key, doesn’t allow you to continue writing and 
fully typing the whole item. 

WebDropDown Bug 235459 

When WebDropDown has defined the following options: DropDownOrientation with value 
TopLeft; DropDownContainerHeight with empty string as a value; 
DropDownContainerMaxHeight to 200px; when opening the drop down it is not positioned 
correctly. 

 

 


